POPULATION COVERAGE - CSC has an exceptional footprint of County coverage which gives an Agent access to their eRecording network for over 60% of the U.S. population.

CSC's eRecording product features: Additional imaging correction tools - lightening/darkening feature
- Lowest rejection rate - less than 3% of all documents submitted through CSC’s portal are rejected
- Fastest processing speeds and uploading times
- Competitive pricing and thorough customer support

FINANCIAL STRENGTH - CSC was founded in 1899. They are financially rock solid company; trusted by over 90% of the Fortune 500 companies. CSC is able to meet the daily cash flow requirements to process payment of taxes and recording fees on thousands of transactions nationwide. CSC’s financial strength is superior to other eRecording vendors.

Agent Benefits:
- CSC’s has successfully compiled SSAE 16 Type II audit. This comforts Agents and helps them feel sure that our systems are secure and we maintain the highest standards in executing our responsibilities.
- SECURE SYSTEM W/ HIGHEST PERFORMANCE – CSC’s system security and back-ups are state of the industry. Their system operates on a .NET framework which means faster processing time and more adaptability for integration. CSC’s system workflow and editing tools make eP4 the most efficient system for Submitters. CSC has been vetted by the largest financial institutions for security.

Vender Contact Information:
Website: www.erecording.com or www.cscglobal.com
KS, MI, MN, MO, ND, NE, OH, SD, WI -- Contact: Jim DeGaetano, email: jim.degaetano@cscglobal.com OR Kevin Kinderman, email: kevin.kinderman@cscglobal.com, direct: 302-636-5401 ext. 62884

Cost:
CSC eRecording Solutions would like the client to contact them for pricing. Pricing ranges from $5.00 to $3.50 per document. No annual fee and No minimum commitments.